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Editorial

I

f you’ve been reading Plane Talk for
a while, you’ll know how the War
Eagles Air Museum newsletter has
evolved over the years since we resurrected it in 2003 (if you’re a newcomer,
visit our website, where you can download all of the issues in PDF form). Anyway, we started with the idea of covering
one Museum aircraft in detail in each issue, and including other articles on aviation-related items, Museum events, volunteer and staff profiles and other local
news of interest. After we ran through all
the aircraft in the Museum collection, we
decided to start featuring other non-Museum aircraft that we felt readers would
find interesting. We’re now doing a Museum aircraft every fourth issue.
Our intent was to make Plane Talk
more than just a perishable compilation
of short, shallow “newsy” items. We intended it to be an educational resource, to
be filed away and read more than once,
rather than just skimmed and discarded.
Publishing quarterly meant it didn’t really make sense to run time-sensitive stories. Instead, we used the extra space to
add more depth and detail to the “Featured Aircraft” articles.
Did our strategy work? Do you enjoy Plane Talk? Do you find it useful, interesting and informative? As we enter
our “new” newsletter’s ninth year, we’d
like to hear from you about what you like
or dislike about it. Please let us know.
Give us a quick call or fire off an e-mail
to mail@war-eagles-air-museum.com. We
value your opinions and suggestions. 

Featured Aircraft

T

he American Heritage Dictionary
defines the word “parasite” as
“an organism sheltered...in a different organism while contributing nothing to the survival of its host.” That may
be a good biological definition, but it
doesn’t apply to the McDonnell Aircraft
Corporation’s XF-85 Goblin “parasite
fighter,” which existed solely to enhance
its host’s survival. At least, that was the
idea. That the XF-85 never became operational testified to the difficulty of its
mission, and to the rapid evolution of airpower in the early days of the jet age.

 McDonnell’s tiny XF-85 Goblin could fit
inside the bomb bay of a B-36. Its only mission was to protect its host from enemy aircraft attacks. In this excellent photo, note the
“skyhook,” the multiple tail surfaces, the
winglets on the wingtips, the faired-over machine-gun ports, the pitot tube on the left
wing, the landing skid under the nose and
the special ground-handling dolly.
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By late 1940, many Americans knew
the nation would soon go to war. Since
Hitler’s invasion of Poland in September
1939, European countries had fallen like
dominoes before the Nazi juggernaut.
Norway, Denmark, the Netherlands, Belgium and France had all succumbed.
England was the last holdout. In the skies
over the besieged island, gallant Royal
Air Force pilots, in their Hawker Hurricanes and Supermarine Spitfires, heroically battled swarms of attacking German
aircraft. From the U.S. perspective, the
situation “across the pond” looked bleak.
England’s very survival was in doubt. It
seemed increasingly likely Europe would
soon be totally under Nazi domination.
Thus American military planners had
to think about having to strike European
targets from bases in the U.S. In that
case, the U.S. Army Air Corps would be
in big trouble, for it had no aircraft that
could fly that far. The biggest bomber
then in service, Boeing’s B-17C Flying
Fortress, could carry two tons of bombs
2,000 miles. Consolidated’s B-24A Liberator, still in test, could go a scant 200
miles further with the same bomb load.
Neither had the long-range performance
or payload that the Air Corps required.
The Service, with a clear requirement for a big new bomber with intercontinental range, announced a design
competition on April 11, 1941, calling
for an airplane that could carry 10,000
pounds of bombs 10,000 miles at 300 to
400 miles per hour, and still have a 15
percent fuel reserve left at the end of the
flight. This was to be an aircraft able to
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strike at the heart of Nazi Germany from
the U.S. mainland.
On October 6, 1941, Boeing, Consolidated, Douglas and Northrop submitted their proposals to the Air Corps. On
November 15, the service chose Consolidated’s XB-36, a distant progeny of the
XB-32 Dominator that the company had
been developing for over a year, as the
winner. The contract called for the first
one to be delivered in May 1944. Unusually, at the same time the Air Corps also
contracted with Northrop for two of its
radical XB-35 “flying wing” bombers.
These supremely graceful aircraft used a
design philosophy that Jack Northrop had
promoted for nearly 20 years. The ensuing technical and political battle between
the B-36 and the YB-49 (the jet-powered
follow-on to the XB-35) raged for over a
decade, and raised grave questions about
the integrity of the U.S. Government’s
aircraft procurement practices (but that’s
a story for another time…).
Consolidated had just started work
on the XB-36 at its San Diego factory
when the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor
plunged the U.S. into World War II. The
country needed aircraft that could be
churned out right now, so the Air Corps
told Consolidated to put the XB-36 on
the back burner and instead to crank out
more B-24s. During the War, the B-36
program’s priority rose and fell with the
fluctuating fortunes of the Air Corps, but
it never got very high because, despite
pre-War fears to the contrary, it became
clear that the U.S. would not lose its air
bases near occupied Europe. After the
War ended, the B-36 finally got a high
priority, but its specifications were different in one important way—it would now
carry atomic bombs to use against a new
enemy, the Soviet Union.
But there was a problem. The B-36,
which to this day remains the largest
American bomber ever to see operational
service, would be a huge target for enemy fighters. Air Corps brass had terrible
nightmares of their giant, nuclear-armed
Peacemakers falling to earth in flames,
swatted from the sky by concentrated Soviet aerial attacks. The B-36s would defend themselves with a formidable array
of 16 20mm cannons mounted in eight
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power turrets. But the Air Corps’ wartime experience showed how effective
fighters could be in knocking down big,
lumbering bombers, even when the
bombers maintained strict defensive formations. The “combat box” used in the
War gave each bomber the maximum defensive fire from its own guns and from
the guns of the other bombers in the box.
Yet losses to German fighters on some
missions were prohibitively high. Furthermore, B-36s would typically operate as
“lone wolves,” not in large formations.
The Air Corps also knew that fighter
escorts reduced bomber losses. When Republic P-47 Thunderbolts and North American P-51 Mustangs began to escort Allied bombers over Europe, the complexion of the air war changed dramatically
in the bombers’ favor. But, in those days
before aerial refueling, no fighter could
match the B-36’s range or its 48-hourplus mission duration. And how would
an escort fighter’s pilot perform after being trussed up in a cramped cockpit for
two days? Thus, while Consolidated developed the B-36, the Air Corps looked
for ways to protect the big bombers on
their long-range missions. One answer
seemed to be the “parasite fighter.”
The idea of parasite fighters was not
new. In the early 1930s, the U.S. Navy
had carried Curtiss F9C-2 Sparrowhawk
biplanes in special internal hangars in its
dirigibles Akron and Macon, releasing
and retrieving them in a series of generally successful tests. But the crashes of the
Akron in 1933 and the Macon in 1935

 A Curtiss F9C-2 Sparrowhawk hangs
from a “trapeze” beneath the U.S. Navy dirigible U.S.S. Macon in this 1933 photo.
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soured the Navy on airships, and temporarily shelved U.S. parasite fighter plans
until 1944, when the Air Corps asked the
American aircraft industry for proposals
for the XP-85, a tiny aircraft able to fit
into the front or rear bomb bay of a B-36.
The design challenges were severe.
The bomb bays themselves were 9 feet
wide and a little over 16 feet long, but the
fighter would have to squeeze through a
six-foot gap between the doors. Fitting an
armed, agile, high-performance jet fighter within those constraints would be very
difficult. But the inside-the-bomb-bay location meant the fighter’s pilot would not
have to enter the cockpit until just before
his aircraft dropped free. The Air Corps
also looked at wingtip-to-wingtip attachment, but that would require the fighter
pilot to be in his cockpit for the entire
mission. In the 1950s, the Air Force tested this concept in the “Tip-Tow” and
“Tom-Tom” projects, but strong vortices
from the bomber’s wingtips made these
hookups very dangerous, resulting in one
fatal crash and several close calls. That
idea pretty much died out in late 1953.
The tough requirements scared off
every aviation company except McDonnell Aircraft, of St. Louis, Missouri. McDonnell built a full-scale mockup of its
proposed Model 27, hung from a dummy
“trapeze” mechanism mounted in a simulated B-36 bomb bay made of plywood.
On February 2, 1947, the Air Corps ordered two prototype XP-85s, numbered
46-523 and 46-524 (the “P” for “pursuit”
became “F” for “fighter” when the Air
Force separated from the Army in 1948).
McDonnell XF-85 Goblin
General Characteristics
Powerplants

One 3,000-pound-thrust
Westinghouse axial-flow
J34-WE-22 turbojet

Maximum speed

648 miles per hour

Service Ceiling

48,200 feet

Length

16 feet 3¼ inches

Wingspan

21 feet 1½ inches

Endurance

1 hour 17 minutes

Weight (empty)

3,740 pounds

Weight (max.)

5,600 pounds
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 McDonnell’s full-size XP-85 mockup at
the factory included an impressive simulated
B-36 bomb bay section made of plywood.

Per McDonnell’s tradition of naming its
aircraft after mythical creatures, such as
Phantom, Banshee and Demon, the
XP-85 got the name Goblin. Its ground
crews called it the “Bumblebee.”
From the engine air intake at its nose
to the multitude of fins sprouting from its
tail, the tubby Goblin was only an inch or
so shorter than a B-36 bomb bay. Its oval
fuselage was 4½ feet wide and 6½ feet
deep. The swept wings folded up against
the fuselage while the Goblin was in the
bomb bay, adding a foot to the aircraft’s
width and leaving a scant three inches of
clearance on each side for it to thread its
way through the bomb bay door opening.
Goblins originally had four tail fins
arranged in an “X,” each with a control
surface called a “ruddervator.” A Westinghouse J34-WE-22 turbojet engine, not
much shorter than the airframe, provided
3,000 pounds of thrust. A fiberglass and
aluminum foil blanket wrapped around
the tailpipe reduced heat radiated to the
pilot, who sat right on top of the engine.
Despite its clunky appearance, the Goblin
was theoretically quite a hot rod, with an
estimated top speed of 648 miles per
hour. It never approached this speed in
flight testing, however.
The Goblin had no landing gear. McDonnell engineers had considered installing fixed tricycle gear for the flight tests,
but dropped the idea when they found out
how much drag the gear would generate.
A special wheeled dolly carried the Goblin around on the ground. For emergency
landings, it would slide on a ski-like belly skid. Two spring-steel skids had origi-
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nally adorned the wingtips, but McDonnell removed them after analyses of wartime German Messerschmitt Me.163B
Komet rocket plane data proved that a
single skid would work. The skid was a
valuable feature—more often than not,
Goblin flights ended with the diminutive
fighter ignominiously skidding across the
ground in a cloud of dust after failing to
hook back up with the mother ship.
To attach to its carrier aircraft, the
Goblin used a big electrically actuated retractable “skyhook,” resembling those on
the Navy Sparrowhawks. It was mounted
just in front of the pressurized cockpit,
which was about half the size of a typical
“front office.” The ejection seat reclined
33 degrees to reduce the aircraft’s frontal
area. A console between the pilot’s knees
held a dozen essential flight instruments.
Other instruments projected down from
brackets on the canopy frame. Space was
so tight that pilots could be no taller than
5 feet 8 inches and weigh no more than
200 pounds fully suited-up.
Featured Aircraft (Continued on page 4)

 This photo of the Goblin mockup shows
how the wings folded up to hug the fuselage,
and also reveals details of the complex, double-jointed trapeze that attached it to the carrier aircraft. Note the striped bar engaged by
the Goblin’s “skyhook.” The dark tubular
structure around the fighter’s nose is the retractable “horse collar.”
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Since the B-36 was being developed
at the same time as the Goblin, none was
available for the XF-85 program. The Air
Corps loaned McDonnell a Boeing B-29
Superfortress to use as a substitute. The
size difference between the Goblin and
the B-29 inspired crews to name the
bomber “Monstro,” after the big animated whale in Walt Disney’s “Pinocchio.”
In addition to installing the complex,
double-jointed, retractable trapeze in the
B-29’s rear bomb bay (keeping the Goblin well clear of the bomber’s propellers),
technicians also converted its aft pressurized compartment into a trapeze control station, installed a streamlined fairing
in front of the Goblin’s nose, and mounted two 16mm movie cameras to photograph the tests. The bomber’s tail skid
was lengthened to make sure the Goblin
didn’t drag on the runway on takeoff. To
help the Goblin’s pilot during close-in
maneuvering, the rear of “Monstro’s” fuselage, from the national insignia back,
wore bright yellow paint, and the wingtips and horizontal tail sported diagonal
yellow and black stripes.
The extended trapeze put the Goblin
10½ feet below the B-29’s belly, a distance based on simulated hook-ons flown

 The XP-85 was rolled down into a special
loading pit at Muroc, and was then attached
to the trapeze extending down from “Monstro,” straddling the top of the pit.

by McDonnell test pilot Robert Edholm
and Air Corps Major Kenneth Chilstrom
in Lockheed F-80 Shooting Stars. Closer
than that and the Goblin would be buffeted by turbulence from the bomber’s fuselage, and would be very hard to control.
The attachment device
was a curved, red-andwhite-striped horizontal bar that the Goblin’s skyhook engaged,
and a retractable tubular frame dubbed a
“horse collar” that
clamped over its nose
to hold it rigidly while
the trapeze extended
and retracted.
On January 9,
1948, “Monstro,” with
its modifications complete, left the McDonnell plant for Muroc
Air Force Base, California. But there was
 The Goblin’s cockpit did not have room for a conventional ina
major delay in the
strument panel. A few essential flight instruments were mounted on
a narrow console between the pilot’s legs. Other instruments and start of flight testing.
controls, not visible in this photo, were affixed to brackets extend- The day before, XF-85
ing down from the front edge of the canopy.
#523 fell 40 feet to the
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floor from a crane while being lifted into
the 40-by-80-foot wind tunnel at the
NACA (National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics) Ames Aeronautical Laboratory near San Francisco. The impact
crushed the lower nose and part of the
fuselage. McDonnell had sent it to Ames
because its aerodynamic characteristics
were hard to predict using scale models
and slide-rule calculations. Later tests
with 524 showed the Goblin needed more
tail area to improve its stability. This was
not the last of its aerodynamic problems.
Strapped into a Boeing C-97 Stratofreighter, 524 arrived at Muroc early in
June to start the flight test program. This
was soon after Northrop’s number 2 prototype YB-49 flying wing bomber, piloted by Captain Glen W. Edwards, crashed
just north of Highway 58 at the base. A
year and a half later, Muroc was renamed
Edwards Air Force Base in his honor.
A new concrete loading pit awaited
at Muroc, 24 feet wide, 92 feet long and
17 feet deep, with a sloping ramp to the
surface at one end. The Goblin would be
rolled into the pit on its dolly beneath
“Monstro,” which straddled the pit. After
its skyhook engaged the trapeze, retraction and extension tests would verify the
primary and emergency hydraulic systems. This was important, since everyone
was sure “Monstro” could not land safely
with the trapeze extended.
The XF-85 flight test program was
unorthodox by necessity. Normally, new
aircraft were wrung out in a series of increasingly demanding steps, starting with
taxi tests, then short, simple flights, then
faster, higher, longer flights to gradually
“expand the envelope.” Since the Goblin
could not take off from the ground, this
phased approach was not possible. The
first free flight would test everything.
The only person ever to fly the Goblin was McDonnell test pilot Ed Schoch,
an ex-Navy combat pilot who had been
with McDonnell since the end of the war.
He had flown nearly every McDonnell
aircraft except the XP-67 Moonbat, the
first aircraft designed by the company
after its founding on July 6, 1939.
By August 18, 1948, Schoch had
done five captive flights in 524 and was
ready for the first free flight. But even
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Compared with its
wild antics on the trapeze, the Goblin in free
flight was very stable
and had excellent flying qualities. Schoch
evaluated it through an
airspeed range of 185
to 250 miles per hour,
and found it responded
well to the controls and
was quite maneuverable. F-80 chase planes
had trouble staying
with it in turns. The
 Taken from one of the F-80 chase planes, this photo shows the only real problem was
Goblin suspended from the extended trapeze below the B-29 “Mon- too little pitch trim castro” before being released for free flight.
pability, which meant
Schoch had to haul
back on the stick with both hands to
while on the trapeze, the Goblin had
maintain level flight. When he tried to
exhibited some nasty handling vices. On
hook back on to “Monstro” after ten
one flight, the XF-85 had pitched and
minutes of free flight, he had to snatch
yawed so badly that Schoch told trapeze
the throttle with his left hand and jerk it
operator Les Eash to lower the horse
to the desired setting, then immediately
collar to catch the nose of the bobbing
return to his two-handed stick grip. The
and weaving aircraft. That worked, but
Goblin got increasingly skittish as it
the collar punctured the Goblin’s nose
neared “Monstro.” On the first try, it ran
cowling and oil tank—not an auspicious
out of steam about seven feet behind and
sign. Nevertheless, on August 23, 1948,
below the trapeze. Rather than make a
with “Monstro” droning along at 200
large throttle adjustment so close to the
miles per hour 20,000 feet above Muroc,
B-29, Schoch backed off and approached
Schoch pulled the big handle in front of
again. This time he came in too fast. The
the throttle marked ‘HOOK REL PULL,’
skyhook missed the trapeze bar and the
tumbling the skyhook head. The Goblin
Goblin bounced up into the retracted
dropped away smoothly and cleanly.
horse collar, which hit
and shattered the Plexiglas® canopy, knocked
Schoch’s helmet and
oxygen mask off and
briefly stunned him.
The fighter fell away,
losing a few thousand
feet of altitude before
Schoch regained control. He brought the
XF-85 in for its first—
but certainly not its
last—skid landing on
Muroc’s dry lakebed.
Touching down at 140
 In a scene repeated often throughout the XF-85 flight test pro- miles per hour, the
gram, ship number 524 is seen here following its dusty landing on hapless Goblin skidded
Muroc dry lake, after pilot Ed Schoch failed to hook up to “Mon- for almost a mile bestro” on his first free flight. Note the shattered canopy Plexiglas®.
fore it came to rest.
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After McDonnell corrected the trim
problem, Schoch took the Goblin on its
second free flight on October 14. This
time he successfully hooked on to “Monstro.” Coming in from behind and slightly below, and gradually increasing power
as he moved in, Schoch engaged the skyhook on the trapeze bar and the Goblin
came home to roost under its mother
ship. Proving it was no fluke, he made
two more hook-ups the next day. These
were also the last.
The next step was to try for more realistic operational conditions. So far, the
Goblin’s skyhook had remained extended
and a fairing over the skyhook well had
smoothed the airflow around its base. For
the fifth flight, on October 22, on which
Schoch retracted the skyhook, this fairing
had been removed. The XF-85 flew fine
with the skyhook retracted, but the hookon attempts did not go well. Within two
or three feet of the trapeze, the Goblin
became nearly uncontrollable. After failing to hook on four times, Schoch again
landed on the lakebed.
It was back to the wind tunnel to
investigate fixes for the stability problem.
A fairing around the base of the skyhook
and tiny vertical fins on the wingtips did
the trick, and flight tests soon resumed.1
On March 19, 1949, Goblin 524 made its
sixth and, as it turned out, final free
flight. When Schoch accidentally released the skyhook too early, the Goblin
pitched up and hit the horse collar hard.
He landed uneventfully on the desert
(again!), but “Monstro” had a big problem. The damaged horse collar was stuck
in its extended position and protruded below the bomber’s landing gear. Fortunately, on landing the dragging horse collar just produced a trail of sparks.
Featured Aircraft (Continued on page 8)

1
Today we call these “Whitcomb winglets.”
They’re named for brilliant NACA engineer Richard T. Whitcomb, who (25 years after McDonnell
put them on the XF-85) found that such fins greatly
improve aerodynamic efficiency. You’ll find them
on most passenger jets flying today. The Goblin’s
winglets were added simply to increase its stability.
No one knew then about their efficiency benefits.
Whitcomb also formulated the “area rule” that is so
vital in supersonic aircraft design.
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Historical

1 Operation Tidal Wave, the U.S. Army Air Corps’
treetop-level attack on nine oil refineries in Ploesti,
Romania, by 175 B-24 Liberator bombers flying
from Libyan air bases, was the largest aerial force
assembled in the War up to that time. Only 88 aircraft returned. It was the worst single-mission loss
the Air Corps ever suffered. The date—August 1,
1943—became known as “Black Sunday.” For the
full, amazing story of this mission, read Ploesti, by
James Dugan and Carroll Stewart (© 1962).

feat incensed the British, all the way up to
PM Winston Churchill himself. Thus, British military officers in
Cairo quickly drew up
plans to conduct a raid
on Tobruk—a raid intended to put the port
utterly out of commission. Denied the facilities of Tobruk, Axis armies would then
have no choice but to unload their supplies in Benghazi, nearly 200 miles away,
and burn lots of precious fuel hauling
them overland. This attack, code-named
Operation Agreement, proved to be another humiliating British defeat.
The plan involved simultaneous sea
and land assaults on Tobruk by Royal
Marines and British, Rhodesian and New
Zealand ground troops. Unfortunately for
the sea assault, no reliable landing craft
were available. This was one of several
complications that should have raised red
flags with the planners. But the enormous
pressure on them from the desperate situation the British faced in North Africa at
the time led to muddled thinking and
poor decisions. For example, they briefly
considered deliberately sinking an old,
decommissioned destroyer and battleship
in Tobruk harbor to block sea traffic. Although that idea did not long survive, the
plan to transport the Marine landing force
to shore in landing craft launched from
destroyers did, and it led to disaster. The
Marines were supposed to land, occupy
the port, destroy the docks and then link
up with the ground units that would be
blocking any Axis attempts to reinforce
the city. After the raid, the ground troops
would fight their way back to Allied lines
through the desert, while the Marines
would re-embark from the landing beaches in the same flimsy landing craft that
brought them. Ideally, all this was to happen in precise coordination with a Royal
Air Force (RAF) bombing raid.
On the night of September 13, 1942,
Operation Agreement kicked off with the
RAF raid that was supposed to provide
cover for the sea assault. But the bombers
came in too early, alerting the defenders
and starting fires that lit up not only the
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Perspectives
by

Robert Haynes

W

ith the overthrow of Libyan
dictator Muammar Qaddafi in
the recent uprising that put a
new government in power, I thought it
would be interesting to re-examine the
fighting that raged in North Africa during
World War II. Many battles then and
now took place on the same battlefields.
Then, as now, the conflict was shaped by
oil, but in different ways. Unlike today,
Libya in the 1940s was not a major oil
producer, but just a stepping-stone to the
rich oil fields of Egypt and the Middle
East. Oil was critical for the Axis powers
(Germany and Italy) to continue combat
operations. Again unlike today, America
and Britain then almost completely controlled the world’s oil supply.
The Axis powers got most of their
oil from Romania.1 Thus, German and
Italian forces in North Africa depended
on ships crossing the Mediterranean to
resupply them with fuel, food, ammunition and other supplies. The Allies spared
no effort to interdict these fragile supply
lines, launching massive air and naval attacks against Axis shipping and against
North African seaports that were in Axis
hands. One such seaport was Tobruk in
Libya. Axis forces led by renowned German Feldmarschall Erwin Rommel captured Tobruk on June 20, 1942, costing
the Allies vast quantities of supplies and
many combat troops. This humbling de-
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landing craft but also the ships offshore.
The whole point of the night attack thus
was lost. Also, choppy seas capsized the
small boats of a survey team that had embarked from the submarine HMS Taku to
mark the landing beaches. Since the beaches were not marked, many of the inexperienced landing craft coxswains landed
Marines on the wrong beaches, leading to
mass confusion and chaos.
Because of the early RAF bombing,
Tobruk’s defenders were on the highest
alert by the time the raiding force arrived
offshore. Batteries of Germany’s justlyfamed 88mm FLAK antiaircraft cannons
lined the harbor, and shot with deadly effect at the landing craft and ships. Harbor
searchlights pinned the Royal Navy destroyer HMS Sikh, making it a perfect target for the 88s. The destroyer HMS Zulu
laid down a smokescreen while it tried to
tow the Sikh to safety, but the stricken
ship soon rolled over and sank. The situation only got worse after daybreak, when
German and Italian aircraft attacked and
sank the Zulu and the cruiser HMS Coventry. The loss of these ships and the disastrous debacle on the beaches added up
to a major defeat for the British, and not
much damage to Tobruk to show for it.
Worse, the Germans found the entire
Operation Agreement battle plan in a disabled landing craft. This windfall helped
them locate the attacking forces. There
was a huge psychological benefit as well.
While interviewing British POWs (Prisoners of War), the German interrogators
asked such detailed questions that the
POWs became convinced the Germans
knew all about the raid in advance. For
the POWs, this seemed to explain why
Agreement had failed so spectacularly. It
also reinforced the idea that there must
have been a spy in Egypt who passed the
plan to the Germans. This idea was so ingrained that, even with later incontrovertible evidence that the Germans found the
plan on the day of the raid, some British
veterans remained convinced that the operation had been betrayed. Human nature
being what it is, it was easier for them to
believe the raid failed because of spies
and treachery rather than admit it was
poorly planned and poorly executed, and
doomed to failure from the start.
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Membership Application
War Eagles Air Museum
War Eagles Air Museum memberships are available in six categories. All memberships include the following privileges:





Free admission to the Museum and all exhibits.
Free admission to all special events.
10% general admission discounts for all guests of Member.
10% discount on all Member purchases in the Gift Shop.

To become a Member of the War Eagles Air Museum, please fill in the information requested below and note the category of membership you desire. Mail this form, along with a check payable to “War Eagles Air Museum” for the annual fee shown, to:
War Eagles Air Museum
8012 Airport Road
Santa Teresa, NM 88008

Membership Categories

NAME (Please print) ____________________________________________
ADDRESS ___________________________________________________
CITY _________________________ STATE _____ ZIP _____________
TELEPHONE (Optional) _________________________
E-MAIL ADDRESS (Optional) _____________________________________








Individual

$15

Family

$25

Participating

$50

Supporting

$100

Benefactor

$1,000

Life

$5,000

Will be kept private and used only for War Eagles Air Museum mailings.


ial attacks by 15 Junkers Ju.87 Stuka dive
bombers, which scored several hits and
set her afire. The Captain eventually decided to scuttle the ship. Even this effort
was doomed to failure. After the crew
abandoned ship, other ships in the task
force fired on Coventry
in a vain attempt to
send her to the bottom.
Shell after shell hit her,
but failed to damage
her heavy armor-plated
hull. It became obvious
that torpedoes were the
only way to do the job.
But all the destroyers
equipped with torpedoes were already halfway back to Alexandria, and would have to
turn around and steam
back. By the time Zulu
got to the scene, so did
 Britain’s Prime Minister Winston Churchill visited North Africa a flight of German Junon August 19, 1942, just before the start of Operation Agreement, kers Ju.88 bombers,
which proceeded to atwhich ended in a stunning defeat for Allied forces. (AP Photo)
The Zulu and Coventry losses highlighted some of the problems with Operation Agreement. For example, Coventry
had been fitted with a sophisticated new
early warning radar set to detect incoming aircraft. Yet she suffered surprise aer-
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tack both ships. Zulu dodged the first
bombs and successfully fired two torpedoes into Coventry, sinking her. Meanwhile, the German pilots turned their attention to Zulu and the other destroyers
in the group now steaming back towards
Alexandria. Zulu never made it back.
Not surprisingly, the British High
Command concluded that harbor raids
such as the failed Operation Agreement
were ineffective, rarely causing significant damage to the target while producing high casualties for the raiders. This
particular battle for Tobruk was a clear
British loss. But Allied and Axis forces
continued to flow back and forth across
North Africa for months. The little city
on the coast of Libya changed hands four
times. After British General Bernard Law
Montgomery took charge in Cairo, and
American forces landed in Algeria, the
tide of the War in the Mediterranean
changed decisively in the Allies’ favor.
In the end, Rommel and the Axis powers
ultimately experienced the pain and humiliation of crushing defeat. 
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On April 8, Schoch flew Goblin 523
for the first and only time. He tried three
times to hook on to the B-29. Each time,
his closing speed dropped to zero as he
neared the trapeze. He finally added a
burst of power and lunged at the trapeze,
managing to hit the bar, but the impact
broke the skyhook. With his fuel low, he
once again brought the Goblin in for a
dusty desert landing—the program’s last.
Schoch had amassed only 2 hours and 19
minutes of Goblin free flight time.
By the time the Air Force canceled
the XF-85, air-to-air refueling showed
great promise in increasing the range of
escort fighters, and did not require bombers to reduce their bomb loads to carry
parasite fighters. The fast new jet bombers then in the works, such as Boeing’s
six-engined B-47 Stratojet and eight-engined B-52 Stratofortress, would also be
far less vulnerable to enemy fighters.
The XF-85’s pitifully short endurance would have been a fatal flaw any-
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 McDonnell test pilot Ed Schoch was the
only person ever to fly the XF-85 Goblin.

way. At best, the Goblin could fly for 77
minutes. In combat, it would be about 20
to 30 minutes. The Air Force also doubted the ability of a fatigued pilot, perhaps
flying a damaged aircraft, to join up with
a bomber after a combat mission. And
the bomber would be extremely vulnerable while the hook-up was underway. It
might have been a (marginally) good idea
at one time, but the difficulties it would
have faced in day-to-day combat opera-
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tions shot the bomber-protecting parasite
fighter concept down in flames.
The idea resurfaced in 1951 with the
FICON (Fighter Conveyor) strategic reconnaissance program. GRB-36D bombers carried modified, camera-equipped
Republic RF-84F Thunderflash aircraft in
a bomb bay, and released them for highspeed photo runs over denied areas. An
RF-84K unit, the 91st Strategic Reconnaissance Squadron, operated at Larson
Air Force Base, Washington, in 1956,
teamed with GRB-36Ds of the 99th Strategic Reconnaissance Wing at Fairchild
AFB, Washington. The Air Force phased
out FICON after Lockheed’s U-2, which
first flew in August 1955, became available for strategic reconnaissance.
Ed Schoch died in the crash of a
McDonnell F2H-3 Banshee in September
1951. Both Goblins survive today. You
can see 523 near a B-36 at the National
Museum of the United States Air Force
in Dayton, Ohio. Number 524 sits beside
a B-36 at the Strategic Air and Space
Museum outside Omaha, Nebraska. 

